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ABSTRACT
Scalability is the most important issue and not well-addressed in EHW field. To solve scalability, this paper proposes a novel EHW system called PD-ES, which integrates a Projection-based Decomposition (PD) and Evolutionary Strategy (ES). PD gradually decomposes a Boolean function by adaptively projecting it onto the property of variables, which makes the complexity and number of sub logic blocks minimized. The gate-level approach-CGP including ES searches complete solutions for these blocks. By employing PD into EHW system, the number of logic gates used for evolving and assembling the sub blocks decreases largely, and the scalability can be improved consequently. The MCNC circuits and n-parity circuits are used to prove the ability of PD-ES in solving scalability. The results illustrate that PD-ES is superior to 3SD-ES and fixed decomposition in evolving large circuits in terms of complexity reduction. Additionally, PD-ES makes success evolution in design of larger n-even-parity circuits as SDR has done.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Evolvable Hardware (EHW) is an adaptive technique of searching a solution for hardware realization. Scalability is the most important and real issue of EHW for a long time that needs to be urgently solved. By far, the main concepts for addressing scalability can be divided into two types: Function-level Evolution[1-2] and Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) with decomposition strategies[3-6]. Function-level approaches, such as ADEs-ES, ECGP [1], and TSA [2], has been studied and applied to solve modeling of complex system. However, function-level approaches require human intervenes for appropriate modules or functions selection, so that the performance of evolution strongly depends on the selected functions or building blocks. TSA and ECGP can overcome this problem by automatically finding beneficial modules in the evolution process without human intervene. By using decomposition strategies, several approaches intended to tackle scalability have been proposed. The first proposed approach with decomposition to scalability is divide-and-conquer. Bi-directional Incremental Evolution (BIE) [3] and Generalized Disjunction Decomposition (GDD) [4] are both based on the concept of divide-and-conquer, etc. As for the parity circuits, the complex circuit evolved up to now is the 17-parity by GDD. Stepwise dimension reduction (SDR) is proposed to solve design of large circuits by reducing dimension of input-output combinations [5]. 3SD-ES aims to solve the scalability in evolutionary design of sequential circuits by input-decomposition, state decomposition and output-decomposition [6].

To our minds, decomposition is a more efficient strategy for scalability, because, it makes the generation of modules (or sub logic blocks) independent on EAs so that is is generalized to different EAs. The main problem of most decomposition strategies used in EHW is that the decomposition is mainly based on Shannon theory without any optimization and large extra gates are needed to assemble the complete circuit. For optimizing the decomposition and obtaining less-complex sub logic blocks, we propose a projection-based decomposition, namely PD, together with Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) to evolve and minimize the total complexity of relatively large circuits.

2. PROJECTION DECOMPOSITION
This study proposes a novel framework called Projection Decomposition (PD), including Shannon projection, EXors projection, and projection with remainder to reduce the complexity of sub logic blocks. A complex Boolean function can be mapped into simple sub functions by projecting it on various properties of variables.

Shannon projection for a Boolean logic function $F$ is based on the theory of Shannon expansion or decomposition. Let $X = \{x_0, x_1, ..., x_n\}$ be $n$ variables and $F_{sh}(X)$ be the logic function obtained by Shannon projection can be denoted as (1).

$$ F_{sh}(X) = x_i \cdot \phi_{x_i=1} + \overline{x_i} \cdot \phi_{x_i=0} \tag{1} $$

Where $\phi_{x_i=1}$ and $\phi_{x_i=0}$ are the projections obtained by projecting $F$ on $(x_i=1)$ and $(x_i=0)$. The projections $\phi_{x_i=1}$ and $\phi_{x_i=0}$, are actual two sub functions of $F$. By using Shannon projection, $F$ can be decomposed into two relatively simple functions. Obviously, it is easier for an EHW method to evolve sub functions than directly evolve the original function $F$.

EXors projection is based on the concept of Generalized EXors-Projected Sum of products (GEP-SOP). The function obtained by EXors projection on a pair of variables $(x_i, x_j)$ can be denoted as (2).

$$ F_{EX}(X) = (x_i \oplus x_j) \cdot \phi_{x_i} + (x_i \oplus \overline{x_j}) \cdot \phi_{\overline{x_i}} \tag{2} $$

Where $\phi_{x_i}$ and $\phi_{\overline{x_i}}$ are two projections by projecting the Boolean function $F$ onto $(x_i \neq x_j)$ and $(x_i = x_j)$. The difference between Shannon projection and EXors projection is the
property of variables used for projection. In EXORs projection, the pair \((x_i, x_j)\) appearing in the largest number of products is selected for projection. If a Boolean function covers more adjacent minterms, Shannon projection is more useful than EXOR projection in terms of complexity reduction. If a Boolean function covers more minterms, which differ from each other by 2 literals, EXORs projection performs better.

**Remainder** is a set of the low-cost crossing cubes of Boolean function. In some cases, it is more appropriate to project the Boolean function excluding some cubes (products) crossing the projections. These crossing cubes usually have a low-cost (means low complexity) and appear in both projections. A Boolean function produced by not projecting these crossing cubes can obtain a lower complexity. Therefore, these low complex cubes crossing projections are not projected and are put into the remainder.

3. **PD-ES**

In this study, a gate-level EHW method, Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP), is used to evolve complete circuits. CGP usually employs Evolutionary Strategy (ES) as its search method for finding solution. According to the previous researches, a gate-level EHW method can successfully achieve solutions in small or middle-scale circuits, but not well-performed in relatively large circuits, e.g. the circuits with more than 10 inputs. Therefore, in order to evolve relatively large circuits, it is necessary to integrate the search method-ES with PD. The integrated EHW system is referred as to PD-ES.

![Fig.1 process of PD-ES for evolution of complex circuit](image)

Fig.1 depicts the PD-ES in decomposing and evolving complex circuits. By employment of BIE, PD for decomposition and CGP for evolution are carried out at the same pace. When the fitness improvement of CGP evolution of logic blocks has no progress, PD gradually decomposes them into simpler “Sub” logic blocks, which is enough for CGP to achieve. Additionally, it is necessary for complex circuits with multi-output to use output-decomposition. Unlike PD, the output-decomposition will not generate any extra gate, and it is a complementary to PD. Finally, the evolved “Sub” blocks are assembled to a complete circuit by logic connections.

4. **EXPERIMENT AND CONCLUSION**

Previous EHW approaches, such as 3SD-ES[6] and SDR[5], are selected for comparison with PD-ES. The experimental circuits in the study are the ones often used in previous researches. They are circuits from Microelectronics Center of North Carolina (MCNC) library, and even n-bit parity circuits from 16-parity to 20-parity. The MCNC circuits usually used in design community are not popular within the EHW community because of the complexities of those circuits. Table.1 and.2 give the performance of PD-ES in these cases. \#Gate is the number of gates, Ave Gen and Ave time indicate the average evolution generations and average time, and Best time indicates the best time of evolving the circuit.

In MCNC circuits, the number of gates used by PD-ES is much less than 3SD-ES. This is because the number of sub logic blocks decomposed by our method is much less than 3SD-ES. The total complexity of circuit evolved by PD-ES is significantly reduced. The average generation obtained by PD-ES is more than 3SD-ES in some cases. This is because the number of sub logic blocks decomposed is small so that the evolution time for sub logic blocks increases. Unlike 3SD-ES, the average generations obtained by PD-ES have a small difference in different circuits, because the decomposition in PD-ES is based on the complexity so that the decomposed sub logic blocks have a similar complexity and need similar evolution time. In even parity circuits, PD-ES finds a solution with 7,139 logic gates of 20-parity circuit for 2,636,833 generations. Maybe, SDR can also successfully find a solution for 20-parity circuit, but it has not been reported by far. The total evolution time obtained by PD-ES is superior to SDR in 18 and 19-parity circuits in terms of Ave time. The results demonstrate that PD-ES has the ability to perform better in terms of complexity reduction.
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